Abstract. Let % ! Y r ! be a unitary highest weight representation of the connected Lie group G and g its Lie algebra. Then g contains an invariant closed convex cone W mx such that, for each X P W 0 mx , the selfadjoint operator i Á d% ! X is bounded from above. We show that for each such X, the space r I ! of smooth vectors for the action of G on r ! coincides with the set h I d% ! X of smooth vectors for the generally unbounded operator d% ! X.
I
! of smooth vectors for the action of G on r ! coincides with the set h I À d% ! X Á of smooth vectors for the generally unbounded operator d% ! X. This result greatly facilitates the determination of the space of smooth vectors and hence of the distribution vectors for highest weight representations.
Our result has been motivated by the following problem. Suppose that we have realized the representation % ! Y r ! in a space of holomorphic functions on a complex domain h with values in some ®nite dimensional complex vector space V (cf. [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] and [12, Chapter XII] ). Then the action of G and of its Lie algebra g extend naturally to the space rolhY V of all holomorphic V-valued functions on h. Now the characterization from above implies, in particular, that the space r ÀI ! of distribution vectors can be described as nPN d% ! X n Xr ! . If, in addition, X is contained in the center of a maximal compactly embedded subalgebra, then the action of X on rolhY V is quite simply given by some sort of Euler operator and the result described in this paper can be used to obtain a direct analytic characterization of the elements of the space r ÀI ! considered as a space of V-valued holomorphic functions on h.
The description of the smooth and therefore the distribution vectors of a highest weight representation is an essential step towards the determination of the H-invariant distribution vectors for a given closed subgroup H of G. A question that is particularly interesting, and still open, is the case in which GY H is a symmetric pair.
Basic concepts and de®nitions.
Definition 1.1. (a) Let g be a ®nite dimensional real Lie algebra. For a subalgebra a g we write snna X he d a i eutg for the corresponding group of inner automorphisms. A subalgebra a g is said to be compactly embedded if snna has compact closure. (b) Let t g be a compactly embedded Cartan subalgebra and recall that there exists a unique maximal compactly embedded subalgebra k containing t (cf. [5, A.2.40] ).
(c) Associated to the Cartan subalgebra t C in the complexi®cation g C is a root decomposition as follows. For a linear functional P t Ã C we set g C X fX P g C X VY P t C YY X YXg and we shall write Á X f P t Ã C n f0g X g C T f0gg for the set of roots. Then
where XU 3X denotes complex conjugation on g C with respect to g. Put X Ã X ÀX (d) A root is said to be compact if g C k C and non-compact otherwise. We write Á k for the set of compact and Á p for the set of non-compact roots. If g r ÂE E E s is a k-invariant Levi decomposition, then we set
. If P Á s , then we write for the uniquely determined element in the one-dimensional space g
(e) A positive system Á of roots is a subset of Á for which there exists a regular element X 0 P it with Á f P ÁX X 0 b 0gX We say that a positive system Á is kadapted if the set Á p X Á p Á of positive non-compact roots is invariant under the Weyl group k X N snnk taZ snnk t acting on t. We recall from [8, Proposition II.7] (cf. also [12, Proposition VII.2.14]) that there exists a k-adapted positive system if and only if z g À zk Á k. In this case we say that g is quasihermitian. Note that a simple real Lie algebra is quasihermitian if and only if it is either compact or hermitian.
(f) We associate to a positive system Á the convex cones
In the following we assume that g is a quasihermitian Lie algebra, t g is a compactly embedded Cartan subalgebra, and Á is the corresponding system of roots. Definition 1.2. Let Á Á be a positive system. (a) For a g C -module V and P t Ã C we set V X fv P V X VX P t C XXv XvgX This space is called the weight space of weight and is said to be a weight of V if V T f0g. We write V for the set of weights of V.
(b) Let V be a g C -module and v P V ! a t C -weight vector. We say that v is a primitive element of V (with respect to Á ) if g C Xv f0g holds for all P Á . (c) A g C -module V is called a highest weight module with highest weight ! (with respect to Á ) if it is generated by a primitive element of weight !. (d) A highest weight module V is said to be unitarizable if there exists a unitary representation %Y r of the simply connected Lie group G with vG g such that V is isomorphic to the g C -module r K of K-®nite vectors in r (cf. [8, Section III]), where K exp k. In this case %Y r is called a unitary highest weight representation of G.
2. Estimates and smooth vectors for highest weight representations. Let L! be a unitary highest weight module with respect to Á and highest weight !. We recall from [10] that such a highest weight module exists essentially only for k-adapted positive systems).
We write r ! for the Hilbert space completion of L! and % ! for the unitary representation of the corresponding simply connected group G on r ! . If r From the representation theory of the group R one now gets
that is, r 3 coincides with the space of analytic vectors for the selfadjoint operator d%X 0 .
In this note we shall see that this characterization carries over to the space of smooth vectors. We shall show that
Both characterizations yield quite explicit descriptions of the space of smooth and analytic vectors in terms of the weight decomposition.
the corresponding weight space decomposition, and write v v for the corresponding decomposition of an element of v P r ! . We note that kvk 2 kv k 2 . Since W 
Proof. For g P G and X P g we have d%
The lemma is a direct consequence of this observation. &
Proof. First we recall that
(cf. [9, Proposition 2.3]). Let C 1 b 0 be such that jYj C 1 jX 0 j C 1 X 0 holds, for all P Á p , and hence for all P oneÁ
and this proves the lemma. & Lemma 2.3. For each Y P t and X 0 P iC
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.3. & According to Proposition 2.4, we may further assume that the element X 0 P iC 0 mx is contained in izk. In this case the following lemma provides some additional information. In the following we shall write Z Ã X ÀZ for elements Z P g C , where ZU 3Z is the complex conjugation with respect to the real form g. We extend the map ZU 3Z Ã to an antilinear involutive antiautomorphism DU 3D Ã of the enveloping algebra g C .
Proof. In view of k edKXt, the assertion follows from Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.1. &
Lemma 2.5 implies in particular that
Now we deal with the dierent types of root spaces. Let P Á and
Then W mx g Z is an elliptic cone with interior points. Since % ! is a trace class representation of the maximal semigroup S G expiW 0 mx (cf. [10] ), the restriction to the subgroup G Z X hexp g Zi G decomposes as a direct sum of holomorphic representations of the semigroup 
Now the condition ! P ÀiC min c that is necessary for unitarizability (cf. [10] or [12, Chapter IX.2]) and (2.1) together imply that
for all " P ! .
Lemma 2.6. For each Z P g C there exists Y P it such that
p we can choose Y P iC mx and for P Á r we can even choose Y P iC mx zk. Moreover we have
For this expression to vanish it is necessary and sucient that
ZY and hence that (2.5) is satis®ed. For P Á p we further see that P iC mx follows from (2.3).
If ZY Z Ã 0, then we choose Y P iC mx with Y 2, which is possible for P Á r because iC mx is the dual cone Á c p of Á p . Since zk intersects the interior of the cone C mx , we even see that Y can be chosen in izk. It is clear that (2.5) is satis®ed in this case. This shows that in any case a suitable choice for Y yields
and therefore is central in CZ CZ Ã t C . For the last statement we note that
Remark 2.7. We note that for non-compact simple roots we ®nd a choice of Z with Z Ã Y Z , where 2. Then YZ Ã Y Z The strategy to obtain estimates for the elements in the root spaces will be to analyze the irreducible subrepresentations for G Z, respectively S Z, quite explicitly, and then show that the result we are heading for holds for this reduced case.
If v v P r ! is a vector decomposed according to the weight decomposition, then ZXv ZXv is the weight decomposition of ZXv and similarly for Z Ã Xv. Hence
so that we shall need estimates of the type
The following lemma shows that, for P Á p , it suces to obtain estimates for the action of Z Ã .
Lemma 2.8. For a weight vector v P L! and Z P g
Proof. In view of (2.4), we have
The following exact formula will be the key to the speci®c estimates.
Lemma 2.9. For any weight vector v " P ker d%Z and v Z Ã n Xv " we have
Proof. According to Lemma 2.6 and ZXv " 0, we have
we now obtain from the fact that commutes with Z
10. For each n P N, Z P g C , P Á p , and Y as in Lemma 2.6, there exists a polynomial P with non-negative coecients such that for any t C -weight vector v P L! we have 
